
« If the look is the window of the soul, the perfume is the door of dreams »
Nicolas Danila

Les Jardins d’Aladin

Aladin Gardens



Aladin’s Gardens

French Luxury Perfumery innovates again! 

A first global breakthrough of its kind in global 

perfumery.

The first FRAGRANCEUTICALS®

fragrance with no allergens to be declared with 

a high level of natural ingredients, ecological, 

fair trade, a true strategic innovation!



The 2019 Fragrance market was 
35 billions US$

Aladin’s Gardens

The 2025 Fragrance market is expected to be 
50 billions US$

The 2025 share  of fragranceuticals market is 
expected to be al least 10% (5 billions US$)



Aladin’s Gardens

We are very happy and proud to announce that Aladin 
story is not finished. Aladin and his wife had seven 
children who created seven civilizations.

Each child built a marvelous castle and an extraordinary 
garden.

The lamp genius helped us to formulate unforgettable 
fragrances coming naturally from flowers, fruits, 
leaves, barks, trees, roots, from these gardens.



Emotion, Purety, Harmony, 
Happiness, Intense Pleasure…

Aladin’s Gardens



Only Nicolas Danila, aka Aladin, could make it true, 
helped by the  genius of the Marvellous Lamp, and 

creates 7 Unique Perfumes… 
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… Here is the secret and magical story

of the  Aladin’s Gardens

This crazy and incredible innovative project in 
concept, (interface of three fields: nature and tradition, 

science and technology and art and creativity) 

in packaging (bottle sculptured, signed with his own 

number, box inspired by a painter and telling a story) and 
in formulation ( high level of natural ingredients and no 

allergen to be declared, French patent delivered on May 24, 
2013)  
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Once upon a time, when perfumes were…

Religious, such as the Kyphi, …to honour Gods
Medicinal, such as Vinegar and Colognes… to keep 

diseases away

… more recently
Classic, such as Jicky by Guerlain in 1889 created by 
Aimé Guerlain and the use of the first synthetic raw 

materials…
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…and innovative, such as the new
Aladin’s Gardens

Composed of the purest and rarest 
natural raw materials used in Perfumery

Combining tradition with innovation (100% allergen free)

Harmony of science and creativity

They are native from the 7 lushest gardens…
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Nature inspires the most beautiful creations

Modern Perfumery allows fragrance creation to imagine 

infinite olfactory territories and Innovation makes 

possible a big challenge 

(starting with nature and introduce science)

Aladin’s Gardens

Aladin’s Gardens, a New Frontier in the Fragrance 

Industry
100% Allergen free (any allergen to be declared)

100% Colorants free
100% Stabilizers free



Collection of Eaux de Parfum

7 Colors 7 Scented notes 7 Civilizations

Aladin’s Gardens

Only 7000 numbered bottles in the world



Aladin’s Gardens

Aboriginal Gardens

European Gardens

Polynesian Gardens

Arabic Gardens

Asian Gardens Amazonian Gardens

Amerindian Gardens



Sparkling and fresh start with Grapefruit, 
combined to green notes of  Ivy and Violet

Fruity heart of Rhubarb sustained by a floral 
blend of Rose and Jasmine

On a woody base of warm and dry Cedarwood 
from Virginia

A trip in the deep secrets of the Amerindian 
gardens where floral, fruity and woody notes 

are combined

Amerindian Gardens
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Amazonian Gardens

Unexpected scents in the secret 
of the Amazonian Jungle

Wet atmosphere in the depth created by  
Yerba Maté with its tea aromas

A floral heart of Orange Blossom,
Passion Flower combined to Peruvian

Heliotrop softened by Moss and Sandalwood



Bamboo leaves, mint evokes the wetness of 
the rain laid down on a delicate bouquet of 

Cyclamen, and a waterlogged Crocus
Olibanum, Vetiver, Chinese Almond and
Gingko Biloba bring a mysterious woody

warmth to this Garden

Asian Gardens

A spiritual meditation
in a refined and delicate garden



In the mystery and sensuality of 
the oriental nights

Arabian Gardens

A fresh and airy top notes of cut leaves 
warmed by a blend of spicy floral heart of

’Iris, Rose, Safron and Ivy

Sustained by rich woody notes of Vetiver,
Nagarmotha with its oud accents



Polynesian Gardens

An exotic and heavenly trip in 
a floral marine and solar 

garden

A fragrance in Paradise, with its fresh 
breeze of marine notes evoking in Bora 

Bora, Apetahi, a legendary love
A heart of Tiaré, Frangipani flowers 
and Vanilla give a sunny and bright 

atmosphere of the Polynesian Islands.



Gardens of romantism where Courtly 
Love hides behind secret groves

European Gardens

A lyric duo of freshly cut leaves combined 
with Anise, wrapped in Seringa bouquet, 

with Jasmine and Orris

The soft delicate fragrance evolves in the 
sensual background of Musks and Woods

http://www.visoflora.com/images/original/fleurs-du-seringa-visoflora-12771.jpg


Aboriginal Gardens

A trip between earth and sky, into the 
australian bush

First, a start of sparkling citrus notes
in the air…

Then a rich blend of exotic yellow and red
fruits combined to a dazzling Boronia 

flower sustained by a soft and warm back of 
Sandalwood with its milky notes and 

powdery vanillic Tonka Beans

http://202.60.70.40/~australi/wp-content/uploads/2008/06/guava02.jpg


‘Organic perfumes’
They are created with raw materials coming from organic culture. The 
process is quite long and expensive, limited to a selection of vegetals. 
Therefore, the fragrance creation is restricted in comparison to classic 
formulas but they still do have allergens.

‘Natural perfumes’
They are composed with exclusive natural raw materials but in certain 
proportion. Creation and creativity are limited and the long lasting is 
not efficient enough. Those fragrances contain even more allergens.

‘Allergen free perfumes’
They are composed in a traditional way, using the best natural 
ingredients but also beautiful and safe  extracts to built fragrance with 
not allergens to be declared.

Organic, natural and allergen free perfumes
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Design

The bottle, whose design in relief tells 
the story of the ingredients,
is a real sculpture in glass, designed 
by the famous perfume bottles 
designer, Pierre Dinand

The packaging, inspired by the 
painting Douanier Rousseau’s 
« Le Rêve », introduces Aladin’s story, 
signed by the creator himself

Each ‘Garden’ is customized and 
colored according its civilisation

Aladin’s Gardens



A patent was published on May 24th, 2013



Nicolas DANILA is quite original personality in the little world of perfumery.

Scientist (Bachelor of Science, Master of Science in Chemistry, Diploma of Futher Studies in Physical 
Chemistry), economist (MBA and PhD) , creator (Ecole du Louvre training in art history) and  innovator,
Nicolas Danila is a true pioneer, comfortable with arts, management and sciences universes.

He was a Professor for executives and still in charge of training for scientists at University of PARIS VI. 

After a rich career in the innovation fields, where he reaches the excellence in several fields, such as  mobile 
phone,  IT (information technology) or renewable energy, he decides to launch his own innovative perfume 
brand in 2004 : Nicolas DANILA Parfums Paris.

Chemist and in love with the Famous Belle Parfumerie, he imagines between tradition and innovative 
technology 7 modern and allergen free Eaux de Parfum. A contrasted collection built on a strong blend of 
Natural ingredients.

The dream comes true thanks to Nicolas DANILA’s famous professional actors such as  Pierre Dinand, 
designer, and the best perfumers from Grasse, specialized in Natural Ingredients, which helped him to create 
his new Collection of Eaux de Parfum.

Passion & Challenge creator
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Eaux de Parfum intense: Spray 100 ml
Available in selection of very exclusive points of sales 
(art galleries, luxury hotels, exclusive boutiques) – in progress

Contact Jardins d’Aladin
Nicolas DANILA, 
Nicolas Danila Parfums Paris SAS
3, rue Bruller 75014 Paris France
Cellular phone : 06 8000 33 33 
Email:
nicolas.danila@gmail.com

Contacts

Aladin’s Gardens
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Aladin’s Gardens

In Avant Première
First 100% Allergen Free Eaux de Parfum

Between Innovation and French Belle Parfumerie
A unique collection of seven perfumes

created by Nicolas Danila

Aladin’s Gardens



Aladin’s Gardens

Our presence in a Parisian Museum…
We are proud to participate at the exhibition

« Contrefaçon: la vraie expo qui parle du faux » 
April 20 2010 – February 13 2011

We were the unique French luxury perfum presented.



The winner of the competition « The best strategy » organized by 
NOVERIA Partners, last June, 9th, 2010, had won… our fragrances 

« Les Jardins d’Aladin ».
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Our fragrance are sold at the boutique of the Ritz Hotel, place 
Vendôme in Paris. The window presents a tree with seven 

branches  that carry the seven bottles.

Aladin Gardens



Aladin Gardens

For « First Middle East Fragrance Summit » in Dubai, the September 
26-27th 2011, our fragrances were presented as the most important 
strategic innovation recently introduced in the world global fragrance 

industry associated to a « princesse » haute couture



Aladin Gardens

During the French niche cosmetic brands presented by Ubifrance at the 
French  Consulate in New York, we are the only luxury fragrance brand 

invited to participate.



The Tokyo French Consulate presentation



The Seoul French Consulate presentation



The Los Angeles presentation



Aladin Gardens

At MOMA in New York, the November 12th, 2011, the princesse Yadviga 
from the painting  « The dream » of Douanier Rousseau, which inspired 

our boxes, want to buy our fragrances too…



Aladin Gardens

For the Greeting Season, the most luxury Paris department store « Le 
Bon Marché Rive Gauche » offer us the opportunity to present our seven 

fragrances in a pup up presentation with our seven princesses.



First presentation at Ritz Hotel Paris

The « tree » presentation



Second presentation at Ritz Hotel Paris

The « princesses » presentation



La Rose Noire boutique in Paris



Hôtel de Paris Monte Carlo

Stardust boutique



Venice boutique



TESTIMONIALS



« Nicolas Danila offers seven gardens as a gift in a witty and sincere way. Ingenuity related to the 

beautiful gardens hides in the concept of seven beauties, seven pleasures and indulging different 

smells and feelings. Nicolas’ honesty is woven into compositions that were made with a lot of attention 

and with the challenge to offer something technologically better and different from anything that already 

exists.

All Nicolas'gardens calm you down in different ways like a large dose of olfactive meditation. They give 

a feeling of happiness and suggest the juiciness of life. All fragrances of the collection have a unique 

freshness, regardless of the notes they contain. They leave an impression of clean air and natural 

aromas. It feels like you are in the above- mentioned destinations after a spring rain, the freshness of 

which enhances and accentuates all the natural essences in an even lusher and stronger way.”

Sandra Raičević Petrović, Fragrance expert

http://www.fragrantica.com/designers/Nicolas-Danila.html
http://www.fragrantica.com/designers/Nicolas-Danila.html


I’m going to tell you a secret that I haven’t told many people, yet. I was completely caught off-guard in Milan. 

It’s true. Directly after leaving Booth 21 at Esxence, I had to escape to the empty conference room to compose 

myself. With my eyes watering, I sat there asking myself, “What the hell just happened?”

Can a perfume strike such an emotional chord that it reduces a grown man to tears? It’s rare, but sure – it can 

happen. Prior to leaving for Italy, if you had told me that it was going to happen to me - that I was going to be that man, 

I would have told you, “nonsense.” I would have later eaten my words, because that very thing

happened to me when I first smelled Amerindian Gardens by Parfums Nicolas Danila, a fragrance that shook me to 

my very core, stirring raw olfactory memories and emotions that I never realized had embedded themselves so deeply 

into my psyche.

by Mark David Boberick

Managing Editor of The Perfume Magazine



• « Je vous remercie pour votre message agrémenté de belles images, est-ce le douanier ROUSSEAU ? 

• J'adore votre parfum, j'en mets une goutte pour dormir comme Marylin !!! 

• J'adore aussi la manière dont ce parfum est venu vers moi comme une évidence...

• La vie nous réserve des instants pour lesquels elle vaut la peine d'être vécue. »

• English version :

• “ Thank you very much for your message with embellish with beautiful images, is the painter Douanier 

Rousseau?

• I adore your perfume, I put one drop to go too sleep, like Marylin!!!

• I adore too the manner that the perfums come to me, as an evidence…

• The life give us some moment for what it is worth to be in life.”

•

• Romaine DUSSEX, designer et peintre



Le temps passe et ton parfum demeure. 

C'est le parfum Europe mon préféré, il sent bon avec des arrières senteurs qui se révèlent au fur et à mesure, 

et il dure longtemps, longtemps.....

De plus je suis très exigeante pour ce genre de produit car je suis allergique à toutes sortes de choses et je ne 

suis vraiment pas malade avec cette merveille de parfum; pourvu qu'il ait une longue vie ! et que l'on puisse 

longtemps, longtemps, longtemps le trouver, le porter, le sentir ...

English version :

The European perfume is my favorite one, it smels so good with different scents who comes later and lasts 

longtime, longtime…

More that that I am very exigent for this kind of products because I am allergic to a lot of things and I am not 

sick with this marvelous perfume; I really wish that it will have a long life! And that it will be possible for 

longtime, longtime, longtime to find it, to wear it, to smell it…

Bérengère de CRECY, painter



“I enjoy Asian garden. This is the best cyclamen ever!”

Zoran Knezevic, Fragrance Expert

http://www.facebook.com/zoran.knezevic


“After trying many fragrances, essentially the famous brands, such as Chanel, Dior, Armani, Chanel Blue to 

name a few recent ones, I kept being disappointed because none truly met my expectations.

When I discovered Les Jardins d’Aladin, Amazonian Gardens, suddenly I found a perfume that fitted me 

perfectly.

Different, with a strong personality, unique, anti-conformist, it was the perfect perfume I would have liked to 

make myself, had I known how.

I love it!”

Roman Lewkowicz,

Professional photographer



“A while ago I wrote about Nicolas Danila´s perfume line Aladins Gardens and also reviewed some of them a little 

closer. Among them Arabian and Asian Gardens was my favorites, easy to wear and easy to like. The other was nice 

and fine, even though failed to impress me, but my youngest daughter love Aboriginial Gardens. But among the nice 

scents there was one that stood out a lot, Amazonian Gardens. I had a hard time to belive it really belonged at all 

among the others.

Amazonian Gardens was both captivating and repelling at the same time. To my nose and on my skin it was totally 

dominated by oakmoss. The oakmoss in Amazonian Gardens is strong, deep, dusty powdery and smells of moss, 

stones, dirt, ashes and cigars. The first time I tried it, I was so overwhelmed of it, that I scrubbed it off. I found it 

interesting, but not for me. Despite this, I have been attracted to it from time to time, but just sniffing from the little bottle 

has been more then enough to stop my cravings.

Now when I´ve become a little hardened I decided to test it again. The oakmoss is still much to strong and dominating 

for my taste, but now I can also sense nuances i missed the last time I tried it. In some ways it remind of Givenchy´s 

Ange ou Demon, but enlarged and much stronger. Ange ou Demon is for a mainstream public while Amazonian 

Gardens are cutting edge... Amazonian Gardens are like a negative print of Ange ou Demon, with the notes in reversed 

proportions.

Beneath the oakmoss there is streams of beautiful, pink flowers. The scent of flowers brings some sweetness, lightness 

and femininity in a scent that is quite unisex. Amazonian Gardens also have a note of sandal wood that softens the 

scent in the basenote. I think Amazonian Garden would be the perfect scent for the evil fairy in Disney´s Sleeping 

Beauty.

Amazonian Gardens demands a lot of attention from the wearer as well as the people around. This is a scent that not 

will past unnoticed. I don´t think I will wear it that often, but still this is a very interesting scent. A must if you are curious 

about oakmoss or like it a lot. Heavy sillage and longlasting, would work well on men too I think.

Rebella, Fragrance Expert



• "Nicolas Danila is an amazing man. In truth, nothing predisposed him to become a creator, an inventor of perfumes. 

Far from the ethereal world of the high-fashion noses, the fragrances he experienced during his life's journey have 

remained with him forever.

• The paranjina (exceptionally fragrant grass of the Carpathians), narcissus and wild mock orange (the Angel flower) of 

his Romanian childhood were his companions in a life whose plans did not point specifically to Grasse, the cradle of 

perfumes if ever there was one.

• Polytechnic and chemistry studies at the Ecole Normale Superieure, Paris Dauphine strategy, are just a few of the 

accomplishments on the resume he sent at my request when he invited me to work with him.

• So I received 13 pages, if I remember correctly. I tell myself it was a forerunner. He must have completed seven lives to 

have accomplished so much. My interest was challenged by the innovative nature of his work as a maverick perfumer.

• Nature and science, science and technology and art and creativity, this is a program that does not allow for 

indifference. And most importantly, allergen-free fragrances, a decisive step for the industry. Even amongst the best 

experts, nobody believed it was possible. I was skeptical myself.

• I have lived in this exceptional world a long time now, and never has someone so moved me with his passion, his 

determination to promote such an original approach. He spoke of the roots, leaves, Tiare Raita, Apetahi blossom. The 

design of the bottle itself overcame me.

• The world of Nicolas Danila also led me into the wonderful web of Rousseau's "The Dream," and not far from thinking 

of Aladin's oriental gardens. Aladin, an anagram of Danila ... the bottle and its box were born. And then, each 

fragrance was formulated by the memory of an unforgettable woman. You know a lot, you, the men of seven joys?"

• Pierre Dinand

• The father of modern perfume bottle



A small come back to my laboratory, at Ecole Normale Supérieure de la rue d’Ulm, Paris…recently…


